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degree not merely of diplomatic skill but of real statesmanlike
honesty of purpose. The other was to force the Allies to concessions
by a steady policy of obstructionism in fulfilment and in general
international relations, trusting to win by defiance what would not
be gained by co-operation; for that there was equally needed a
strong national government and a will to sacrifice quite as great
as that demanded by a policy of fulfilment. The one was a states-
man's policy, the other a gambler's; but either might have given
better results than having no policy at all.
There is no space to record the peripeties of the obscure
struggle that went on between the factions in Germany and
between Germany and the Allies, nor the failure of cabinet after
cabinet; it must suffice to record the leading features of a period
of which an exhaustive study such as is not yet available would
be highly instructive if only to show how a government which
can exercise neither influence abroad nor control at home may
yet accomplish legislative achievement. The defeat of the Socialists
made a Socialist chancellor impossible and the successor to the
last three-party coalition cabinet was a two-party cabinet under a
Centrum leader, the next two being equally headed by a Centrum
politician. None, whatever its composition, possessed a majority.
When one after the other they had fallen, in every case on a foreign
political issue confused with a home political issue, the President
tried the experiment of a cabinet of experts with the support of
the People's party, the Democrats, and the Centrum, which was
the least efficient cabinet of all and whose record, even in a nation
where the expert has all that reverence to which he is so little
entitled, ought to have preserved political life for ever from the
devastations of the so-called non-party expert. The difficulties of
die statesmen were obvious. Capable politicians like the Centrum
leader Wirth, who was chancellor twice from June 1921 to
November 1922, saw very plainly that the only chance of settle-
ment of the foreign political issues was to come to a working
agreement with the Allies on a basis of temporary equality which
meant fulfilment of the treaty on the basis of a guarantee against
any attempt to invoke force or even diplomatic pressure until the
outstanding questions were settled. It must not be forgotten that

